**SEPTEMBER**

8  Tagore Lecture: Writing Myself into the Diaspora

11  The Paradox of Vinod Kumar Shukla

15  Bombay Poets Symposium

18  Interpreting Low and Falling Female Labor Force Participation in India: A Puzzle within a Puzzle

19  The Tiger and the Tube-well: Malelovent Environments in Rural India

25  Evolving Strategic Contours in the Indian Ocean: A Sri Lankan Perspective

**OCTOBER**

3  *Khoon Diy Baarav* (Blood Leaves its Trail)

4  South Asia Development Forum: Marketing a Different Idea of the Child to Indian Citizens

6  Embodied Belongings: Exploring the Politics of “Queer” in South Asia

14  Sri Lanka: Critical Reflections on Legacies of Authority and Difference

16  Forest Land, Forced Dispossession, and Fantasy Constitutions

18  Not the End of the Book: Reviving Indian Classical Literature

23  Two Frameworks of Religio-philosophical Pluralism

24  Nostalgia for the Future

30  A Case of Exploding Markets: Latin American & South Asian Literary “Booms” in a Comparative Perspective

31  Indian Ocean Politics in the 21st Century

**NOVEMBER**

1  Home in the City, Bombay 1977 - Mumbai 2017

3-4  Haunted: Temporalities of History and (Moving) Image in “Asia”

6  Jihad as Grand Strategy: Islamist Militancy, National Security, and the Pakistani State

13  Overcoming Ghosts of the Asian Green Revolution: Towards a Sustainable and Nutrition Secure Future

15  Rebels without a Cause?: Experiments and Innovation in Artistic Practice, Karachi 1989-1999

20  Pedophilia in the Archive: The Gayer Anderson Twins and their Indian Painting Collection

27  Itineraries of Evidence: Refugees and their Displaced Documents of Identity

FALL 2017

Mondays, 12:15 pm, G08 Uris Hall

unless otherwise noted

Contact in Advance: 607-255-8493

sap.einaudi.cornell.edu